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III.-NOTES

ON THE TEXT OF ASKLEPIODOTOS.

The TexvY/TaKrtK) of Asklepiodotos,

the philosopher, is con-

tained in only a small number of MSS, the oldest, best-known
and most accessible of which I shall discuss below. The first
five are given the symbols employed by Hermann KSchly.1
F = Florentinus, i. e. Laurentianus LV, 4, membr., s. X,
no. 7, 132a-142b.2

V = Vallicellanus 130, chart., s. XVIII.3
A = Parisinus 2522, chart., s. XV, 52b-77b.4
In the first, and so far the only, edition of Asklepiodotos, published
in H. Kochly and W. Rtistow: Griechische Kriegsschriftsteller, II, 1,
Leipzig, 1855 (henceforth referred to as "K. and R.").
2 This is the famous MS of the Greek Tacticians, described best in
Bandini: Catal. Codd. Mss. Graec. Bibl. Laur., II, 218-38, and K. K.
tiller: Festschrift fir L. Urlichs, Wiirzburg, 1880, pp. 105-8. Of
this MS Kochly knew only the few words which were quoted by Bandini.
See E. Martini: Catal. di Manoscr. Greci esist. nelle Bibl. Ital. 1I,
1902, Cat. Cod. Graec. qui in Bibl. Vallicellana Romae adservantur, p.
202. This MS was copied by Leo Allatius (1586-1669), Professor of
Greek in the Greek Collegium at Rome and later Librarian of the
Vatican, direct from the Laurentiah at Florence. A small portion of
it was printed by Angelo Mai: Spicilegium Romanum, vol. IV, Rome,
1840, pp. 578-81. K. and R. are in error when they assert (p. 128)
that this MS was in the Vatican. Mai merely reports that he saw it
in Rome.
4This MS KRchly collated himself, as he remarks apropos of the
Anon. Byzant. (K. and R., II, 2, p. 4) although he says nothing about
the matter in the introductory note to Asklepiodotos. That he had done
so in time to use his own collations for the edition of Asklepiodotos is
not impossible, because it came out in the same year, 1855, as the
Anonymus Byzantinus. But there is no certainty that he did, and in
the notes of his edition of 1855, he manifests no more familiarity with
the readings of ABC than he had shown in the apparatus criticus which
he published along with the first three paragraphs of the first chapter
of Asklepiodotos in the Indexc Lectionum, Zirich, 1852, for which he
secured his knowledge of the MSS almost certainly from Huntziker
(see note 6 below). That Kochly had this MS in time for the edition
of Aeneas (1853) is most improbable for he does not speak of this MS
[for Aeneas = B] as though he had then seen it, and he refers to it only
very rarely in his notes. On the whole it seems nearly certain that for
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B - Parisinus 2435, chart, s. XVI, 75a.-85lb.
C= Parisinus 2528, chart., s. XVII.6
D = Parisinus 2447, chart., s. XVI, 1-16.
E= Parisinus Suppl. Grec 83, chart., 1652, 74-91.61
F is the archetype of V, A, B and C as is generally recognized.7 Although an old and excellent MS it does not give
us an impeccable text. Errors of itacism are tolerably frequent,
but need no enumeration. The tendency to write prepositional
phrases as a single word is marked. Thus, Chapter heading y',
I, 3 teAf0avrowv,etc. Sheer blunders
KaOrX'v;Y I, 2 faTrevavTias;
are not so very common. Thus, II, 8 er for En; ibid. 9 tE
for ZEapLOuot;
III, 2 rVv 8e for 8 r4jv, etc. Evidence that
apLO/JoL
F was copied with fidelity may be seen in numerous instances
where the scribe is clearly reproducing merely what he thought
he saw, without trying to make either words or sense out of it.
It seems
The archetype was occasionally lacunose or illegible.
not to have been as bad, however, as that of Aeneas in these
respects. Indications of lacunae in the original appear very
rarely; thus, according to Dr. Rostagno's collation, only in X, 8
all three of these Paris MSS K. and R. had only the collations of
Huntziker available when the text of Asklepiodotos was published. Cf.
note 6 below.
5Collated for K. and R. probably by Huntziker; see notes 4 and 6.
6KSchly: Index Lect., Zurich, 1852, p. 10, K. and R., p. 129, and
II, 2, p. 3 for A, assign all three of the Paris MSS to the 16th century,
which is absurd for one written, as C is, by C1. Salmasius (1588-1653).
The dates given above are those of Omont in the Inventaire Sommaire.
K. and R. derived their knowledge of C from a collation prepared by
Jakob Huntziker. This is not definitely stated, so far as I can find,
but is implied by Kochly: Index Lect., Zirich, 1852, pp. 4 and 10
(cf. K. and R., p. 212). Also in K. and R. occasional statements about
certain readings of C are given in quotation marks, as though on someone's authority, and twice, X, 16 and XI, 7, Huntziker is named as that
authority. In general it might be said of Huntziker's collations that
they are not complete enough, and an editor would frequently like more
information. It is certainly not safe to infer anything from silence
about the reading of any of these MSS.
6a The MS was copied at Stockholm
by P. D. Huet.
7K. and R., p. 129, had conjectured that such was the case even without having seen F. I owe my knowledge of it to the admirable collation kindly prepared for me by Prof. Dott. Enrico Rostagno of the
Laurentian Library at Florence. All my statements about F are, therefore, made upon his high authority.
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TOV i/ev
and XII, 11
(space for 3 letters) for rTv ETMrpoaOEv,
ermov (space for 4 letters) for Er&tSOpv. Elsewhere the scribe
of F seems not to have noticed that anything was missing. How
these numerous omissions are to be explained in a text otherwise
pretty carefully copied is a question to which I find no answer
suggested by the present state of F. Possibly a remote ancestor had been seriously damaged, and the next copyist simply
left out what was hard to read. Fortunately the very technical
subject-matter enables the editor to make many restorations
with complete certainty, while other passages can be recovered
by means of the numerous direct or indirect quotations in
Aelian, Arrian, and the Military Lexicon (see below, p. 140).
For V we are informed by Mai and Martini that it was copied
from the Laurentian MS,8 and this is obvious from a mere
glance at its readings. We know it only from Mai's publication
K. and R. used Mai, but as my
of chapters I-II, 9 (inclusive).
own collation shows a dozen additional variant readings, their
work was none too carefully done. The number of variants
from F is large, but not all are due to Allatius; such absurdities as T4jv ClTroXELTT7revov
(II, 9); ;TpoOaWro (II, 5); TroX (II, 2);
8Exa (II, 7), impossible for a native Greek, are certainly typographical errors. Inasmuch as F is still perfectly legible, except in some of the diagrams, which V seems to have omitted
anyway,9 the only value V can have must lie in the emendations of Allatius, and it is these (disregarding entirely mere
errors 10) which we shall examine.
A needless
F: KoffAoOVJvov V.
I, 2 ovTr Oowpa%t KEKWTJEjI,FJLVOY
and unjustifiable change.
I, 3
&8LTovvcrtLKEI7rTTErOLat Kal Tov l7r7rOV F: ovve7rtaK&creaLOat V.
An obvious and easy change which strangely escaped Salmasius.

was probably made in the MS itself, for it is given
s This statement
by both Mai and Martini, although neither had any special knowledge
of the Laurentian MS.
8 Mai makes no mention of them, nor, indeed, of the introductory list
of chapters.
10These were probably not so numerous as Mai's text would lead one
to imagine, for Allatius seems ordinarily to have copied with commendable accuracy, except when he emended. Thus, in the heading of chapter I, V following F has 0qaXcayywv,
ABC dpcXay'yos;so I, 2 direvavlrias V,
d7r' evavTras ABC; II, 1 XvtiaiLvrtra&V, Xvllaiverat ABC; II, 3 roi5s re V,
robS $e ABC, etc.
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Ot
OL 8r To70 aKpOLbSa7rKOIVWVOVVT?Es

V.
1xaxovrat F: ot 8e Tos a'Kpots

EV rTOvOS, Ol s8 aKOyVTlLo

An absurd change which destroys

the sense of the passage.
I, 3

rKEV-j (l. aXX7) F: avn V, followed
iKa rT aXXrjXpLeL?VOt

by K. and R. alXX,is preferable because it means the equipment
other than that of bows and javelins just mentioned. Now the
heavy cavalry did not use javelins, but long heavy spears (see
just above), hence to say that the branch of the intermediate
cavalry which resembled the heavy cavalry used the same equipment is incorrect; it was only the rest of the equipment (i. e.,
apart from the javelins) which was identical with that of the
heavy cavalry. The emendation has only a superficial plausibility, but on closer examination turns out to be false.
'
II, 1 ovzLfLerp7a Se'TT
OlEeva ra nTLe/Eev a
uEcpr7i/L7&V Trlv
fadXayya TrpoS r7Vv ladXrv XvAual/Tral (l. XAvualverTa) F: a. 8. aorl
a 18 KrX. V. The serious corruption here was
Ta
Lepr] &

OELeva

in F's archetype. First rd must have dropped out and then
EraTtOeLEevawas written by haplography. Next the correction,
probably in the form ra LrtOeva a was entered, and both error
and correction were copied in F, whose scribe probably completed the confusion by supposing that a belonged before uEp'1
and so changing it to Tr. The one perfectly obvious emendation, the restoration of the relative a after ucpr'V did, indeed,
make, but even the simple expedient of excluding the meaningless O4Jeevaseems to have been beyond his powers. The correct emendation of a passage like this was, of course, easy for a
scholar like Salmasius.
II, 2

avvwou/ela

due to Mai

F: avvwoJLOTr (the accent probably

or the printer) V. Perfectly obvious emendation, made in all
the other MSS as well.
II, 4 towards

the end, the words

n7raTaraatL.

.

7rapaworTar

are omitted by V. If this was really done by Allatius, not by
Mai, or the printer, it is probably due to a belief that these
words were a gloss, a view which would have been dispelled by
even a very little study of the context.
II, 5 iarL F: eir V. Unnecessary and no improvement.
II, 7 8i' F: KagV. The recommendation to select numbers
evenly divisible by two down to unity is a direct consequence
of the preceding clause, so that the emendation Katis altogether
wrong.
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II, 8 eaovrraL8 F: 8e V. Unnecessary and less effective.
F: evadptOoit
V. F's reading requires only the
II, 9 ' apL0Jollo
to
V's
emendation makes nonsense.
simplest change
Cap0totL.
. . r. v 8' oro07F: jUta'Popov. . . rm[!]
II, 9 wuptacfopov
V. What shall we think of the critical ability of a scholar who
was unable to emend so obvious an error, particularly when the
definition of the term was so broadly hinted at in the very next
words,e,

/Lfl (kOVjs KaraKoveLv

&o Otapv/3ov?
ev8SXOLrO

V. The
II, 9 OTroTr' E tz 8 earZe. ov F: 8e t8e arvLetov
correction to avrt,Eov is too simple to deserve any credit, and
nonsense is created by the retention of 8e. An archetype prob8S with the correction j8el for SC and then F,
ably had OrMOre
or its original, ran the two together.
II, 9 ro'yE
zLvF: rOyEtZv V. The correction is obvious, rov
ye 'zv. What Allatius could have meant by his changes I have
no idea.
With this paragraph Mais excerpt from V ends, but no more
is needed. The character of the thirteen characteristic readings
given above, where all but the very simplest corrections are
wrong, is sufficient to show that Allatius, whatever his other
attainments as a scholar, did not concern himself sufficiently
with his task in this instance to deserve anything of Asklepiodotos. It would be a waste of time for any one to collate V in
full for any more of his emendations.
A has been copied with great fidelity, but probably not direct
from F itself, although it reproduces minutely almost all of its
errors (see below under B). It introduces only a small number
of changes, which are always wrong,11 except in the most obvious matters.12 A second hand emends successfully in IV, 1
8tLaTrTxcat-Lof F to Sta7rrvuarmv, and two marginal readings (VII,
7 laots F changed to oJaotL,and X, 2 vrepaaws F changed to
Otherwise the MS is
VrTEpKepdacrO) hit the correct word.
valueless.
B varies a little more from F than does A and contains a
For example, I, 3 TroV re tirirovsF: tobs 8e A (also in B and C);
III title
KarT&Ta Eprj F1: Karac Jepj A (unnecessary, if not merely a
case

of haplography);

VII,

8 CKcarepa F:

eKarepa

A, where

&cKdrepa is

required.
" For

MSS);
two).

example,

II,

2 avvr'wIerta

F:

afvvo.oria

A

(and

all

the

other

II, 10 qte' F: Q?t3' A (obvious to any one who can multiply by
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comparatively large number of gross blunders. It was not
copied from A, as is clear from the way in which it retains a
few peculiar errors in F which are not in A. Thus I, 3
F has 7rEptrKTr(wv changed to 7repoLaKfrOv, A has 7reptaKe7rOV and B
Era,
7rcpplaKlxrV;II, 2 F and B (lst hand) have uvvwo

A avvwmoTria.

On the other hand A and B are obviously very closely related,
because both omit the last thirteen words of X, 10, while such
senseless errors as II, 7 aprTaKeLi
CeTrv for OVKert; and XI, 2

A B for dpKraKL F; VI, 1 OVK
F
'r]KTal A 07r]rKTat B for cnr7raL

point clearly to a common archetype which must have been a
very faithful copy of F, reproducing even both readings in the
case of a correction, as in I, 3 mentioned above. B's own changes
in no case really emend the text and as a MS B accordingly is
worthless. Its marginal readings are, however, interesting and
will be taken up in connection with the next MS.
C coming from the pen of Salmasius has, of course, a high
value because of its emendations, even though, since the great
man was merely copying a MS and not editing a text, he often
did not take time to emend all the corruptions, many of which
could not in any case have been cured without the aid of the
parallel versions in Aelian and Arrian. Mere slips in C have
not been recorded, but all the important emendations have,
except in those fairly frequent cases where Salmasius' conjecture has been confirmed by the examination of F. C was copied
from B (or a descendant of B), because it not only reproduces
some of B's peculiar errors like XI, 6 reTpalepl'a for rerpa,lepla;
XII, 11 uevfor jCvrot; 13 but omits regularly what B alone omits,
as II, 1 e?I; IX, 1 ro; XI, 7 8E; or else, as in X, 21, where B
omits the last five words, C attempts to supply the lacuna, getting correctly only the first two words, which were easy enough
to supply.
Salmasius had clearly no MS but B to work upon, for not
infrequently his corrections differ a good deal from F. Furthermore he so frequently agrees with a reading in the margin
of B that one is tempted to examine into that point somewhat
more closely. There are fifteen of these marginal corrections,
running from IV, 3 to X, 10, and, what stands almost unpar13Errors common to B and C, but not in A are, of course, not very
numerous because B resembles A very closely anyway, and then Salmasius emended with the greatest freedom.
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alleled in criticism, all but one are certainly right.14 Besides,
they could not have been made from F, because in thirteen of the
instances, F itself was corrupt. Now Salmasius followed these
very closely; ten out of the fifteen he took over exactly; in three
other instances his reading is (by oversight probably) not recorded by K. and R., but the chances are that he accepted the
emendation; in one case, VII, 9, he followed the anonymous
corrector in B in part but reversed the order of the supplied
letters, writing or instead of -o;15 and only once, V, 2, did
he fail to follow. The credit then for this group of conjectures
belongs to the anonymous corrector of B and not to Salmasius,
and an editor should accordingly reverse the order of citation
from "C B (margin)," as in K. and R., to " B (margin) C."
The brilliant record of success in emendation shows that these
marginal readings are the work of no ordinary scholar. They
were certainly not made by Salmasius himself, because one he
overlooks and another he gets mixed up. Besides, they appear
in only a little more than half of the work, while Salmasius
copied the whole of it. One thinks at once of Casaubon, who
spent ten years at Paris,16 and was greatly interested in Greek
military writers as his editio princeps of Aeneas (1609),17 a
closely related author, shows.18 The restriction of the correc341 have not counted among these the correction in II, 2 avvWouerLa
where o is written in the lower margin, because that seems to be of a
different kind from the others, and is separated from them by a number
of pages.
16 This seems to constitute a certain proof that the marginal readings
of B were used by Salmasius.
1" To be sure this particular MS was not yet in the Royal Library at
the time when Casaubon was at Paris (it belonged to the Hurault Collection which was incorporated in the Royal Library in 1622; see
Omont, op. cit., I, p. xix) but a man like Casaubon must have seen
numerous libraries and hundreds of MSS during the many years that
he spent in France.
' Thus Aeneas is contained in Par.
and 2443;
2522, 2435 [-=B],
Asklepiodotos in Par. 2522, 2435 [= B], and 2528. Casaubon also intended at one time to publish Aelian's Tactica (preface to Polybius, p.
61), some MSS of which were at Paris, and copied a portion of Leo's
Tactica (Mark Pattison: Isaac Casaubon, p. 184). Casaubon's emendations of Aeneas are numerous and almost uniformly correct.
" To be sure Casaubon used MS 2443 for
his text of Aeneas, published in 1609 (see his preface compared with Omont's Catalogue), and
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tions to a portion of the MS is just what one might expect of
the somewhat desultory habits of Casaubon, as he might have
had only a short time in which to examine this MS, and jotted
down his ready and sure corrections.
In the case of D photographs of folios 1, 4, and 5 recto and
verso (== I, 1-II, 1 and III, 3-VII, 2) were collated as specimens. They are sufficient to determine the relationship and
value of the MS so that no more photographs were made. D is
descended from F, as is evident from the retention of many of
its absurd readings, like 1, 3 xp,uiot s cpav,etc. It was not,
however, copied direct from F, since it omits in I, 4 the words
JacrKrtv--rapara'ewo) along with ABC.

It derives therefore from

a common archetype of these three MSS.

By the same token,

and because of disagreement in peculiar readings like KOO-/AOVuevov in I, 2; a.tWj I, 3; the omission of 7?TroXXjvI, 3; KaTa-

It was copied
with even greater fidelity than were A and B and reproduces
not infrequently the exact form of F, as, e. g., I, tit. 0aAaXcyyov
Xoxjaat II, 1, etc., D is not a descendant of V.

(aAXayyos ABC);

I, 3 rozv Te (Se ABC), etc.

It disagrees also

so frequently with ABC and B (margin) that it cannot derive
directly from any of them, but it is unnecessary to present the
complete evidence. Its emendations are:
I, 3 aKovrtatv: (-oa F). Superfluous.
I, 4 Sla4opa 0: S. a8e K. and R. Something is indeed lacking here, and a careful reading of the chapter will show that, as
a matter of fact, exactly nine kinds of troops are mentioned,
three of infantry, four of cavalry, and one each of chariots and
elephants. But a bare number coming after the list is in itself
unnatural, and such an enumeration of varieties by number
alone is out of keeping with the style of the author. The
emendation cannot, therefore, be accepted.
III, 5

a',uorEpo0ev: -oOevF.

Obvious.

says nothing about any other MSS of that author, although there is
nothing to preclude the possibility of his having known several MSS,
even though he used only one. In fact Casaubonhad in his own hands,
but did not use, a
Library which he
sides he remained
peared, and might

much older MS of Aeneas than the one in the Royal
published (Mark Pattison, op. cit., p. 185). Beat Paris for a year or more after his Polybius aphave come to know about this MS at that time.
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III, 6 (and VI, 3)

KraKtroL, the

first time with C: EKr7aro F.

Obvious.
IV, 3 Kara with B (margin): Ka F. Obvious.
with B (margin) and C: 'XEt .?
EL7
IV, 4 X7raXt
vious.
V, tit.
V, 1

iSas: ecSeas F.

135

F.

Ob-

Simple.
F. A change is needed, but that

oKa7raXraAatTos: OKT0Tr-

to ( (K. and R.) is more plausible.
V,1

i7rLrrrov: 'Treirrov F.

Obvious, but the rov supplied by

K. and R. is also needed.
V, 1
F, and 7rXE?(ov
(sic):
7XE(ov': 7rXe()v (sic)
rr?xalwv F.
Simple changes to the Attic accent and the ordinary spelling.
V, 2 elvat KalI 'ras oaraptr (sic), but in margin el Katl with
B (margin) C K. and R., ras crapt&uaa with K. and R.:
ra.:
aaprcrams B (margin) C. Very simple.
VI, 1 XEyerat with Lex. Mil. ? 28

Obvious.
with K. and R.
VI, 3 J-vacraewv
VII, 2
VII, 2

K. and R.: X'yovrat F.

Obvious.

poFo/SoeSr: poot/%osetF. Absurd.
e'Trarrowith K. and R.: a'rr(ov F.

Simple even if

not quite obvious.
.
. .
. . .
VII, 2 pofPoeSov.
r7VXotSo0V
for -es in each case. Absurd.

etoAo

So

(sic)

Two of the changes quoted are clearly wrong, two unnatural, another merely superfluous. The remainder are either
obvious or else simple for even an average intelligence. No
account has been taken here, of course, of the numerous egregious errors which D leaves uncorrected. An even moderately
serious difficulty like that of the " Babylonians " in V, 2 is quite
beyond his powers. The three folios examined show no indication of an ability in emendation which would justify a collation
of the remainder. Here and there, no doubt, "'MS authority"
of a certain kind would be given to a correction by Salmasius
or by Kochly, but the value of such attestation is extremely
slight, and minima non curat praetor.
E is carefully written by a competent scholar, P D.. uet,
who, however, was not more than twenty-two years of age at the
time. Photographs of folios 75, 78 verso-79 verso (= I, 1-II,
1 and IV, 1-VII, 1) were collated as specimens. E does not
derive from any MS of the family ABCD, because, aside from
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a large number of disagreements in individual readings, it contains the seven omitted words ao-Klcav--7rapaTazewe in I, 4. Its
original was either F itself or else a very close copy of it, since
in many places it reproduces F's reading much better than ABC.
It is not a copy of V for it has none of the latter's peculiar
7roXXv.
readings, while in I, 3 it contains the omitted words KaaL
Clear mistakes like V, 2 rov 7rTETrrTvrvyov are relatively rare.

Huet's emendations are:
IV, 1
cvprlratL with C: 'qv'pr)rat F. Superfluous.
2
IV,
X1Kal TO /3aOos: KaTa f3adOo F KaTa TO pf/3Oo B. Since
this change makes no proper sense, it may be merely a slip.
IV, 3 ro S17rvXvwith B (margin) C. Obvious.
IV, 3 Karma'vvaoartpowv with B (margin) D. Obvious.
Obvious.
IV, 3 i7rayw~pev with B (margin).
V, 1 ov8e juCEtg 7rAaTeav: puE toXarecrarav (sic) F. A bad

mistake.
V, 1 < 8e Kat: < 8;7 KaI F.
only a slip.
V, 1

with D.
7TErLTTrov

Certainly wrong, and perhaps

Obvious.

V, 2 In the "Babylonian" passage the only change is to
write rT aTrotx) with B (margin).
V, 2 Edvatwith F against B (margin) C D (margin), Kal //
ru
aZs aplrautg with B (margin) C. The first part of this read-

ing is certainly wrong, and the latter part an unnecessary
change. As far as it goes, however, it tends to suggest that
Huet might have been independent of the marginal emendations
in B with which he agrees in every other instance in the folios
which we have, thus, IV, 3 thrice; IV, 4; V, 2; VI, 1.
VI, 1 yXeycratwith Lex. Mil. ? 28 D. Obvious.
VI, 1
VI, 2

?rapevraTtvwith B (margin) C. Obvious.
Huet saw that
'qUVv:v'uv F (ov 'pv C is correct).

there was a difficulty, but the remedy used is trite and shows no
understanding of the context.
A majority of the foregoing changes are obvious, one is superfluous, two are bad mistakes, and two other changes may be mere
slips. It is clear from such a showing that no emendations
beyond the critical insight of a Hermann Kochly are likely to
be found in the remainder of this MS, and that a complete collation, accordingly, would not repay the trouble which it would
cost.
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A new editor of Asklepiodotos, with a knowledge of F's
reading, will doubtless be less inclined to introduce emendations than K. and R. who were handling only late MSS. In
any event so well have the anonymous corrector, Salmasius, and
Kochly done their work, that comparatively little remains to be
gleaned. A few passages, however, may perhaps be discussed
here not without profit, in view of the age and excellent character of F.
I, 2 it is said that the light-armed troops use " javelins, slings,
Kat

7roTT
T
XYO/CoIV TroevcLOv.
AcyotoLaTO

TO
oAXo TS

TroevWaas a

general term for " missile" is apparently not otherwise attested,
but it seems better to retain it here than with K. and R. to
delete it and insert

7rXotr after oAcos. In a similar way fdaXay

(I, title, and ? 4; cf. Anon. Byzant., XV, 1) is used generically
of any kind of military detachment.19
I,

3

Kal TO aVv eyyvOevoVjtOs

lp

apvrarT

KeXP'qTaLOrKEvU, TOVs TC

(8c A B C pev K. and R.)
LaKpolZ
7rEplaKE7rOV,
p

8opaotv,

t

'o Kal

irrmovs Kal rovs avopas 7ravTaXOOev
Opa&$
t JLv (&8 K. and R.) xpWU?vov KaL avrT TOLro

SopaTro

Vpov

TOVTO Ka\L VaTOTOpov

Trpoo(ayopevETat

Here e'v is certainly corrupt, and a little further on o
and TOVTO
surely cannot stand side by side. Everything runs

KTr. F.

smoothly, however, if we keep rE with F, and read /TEVrotand
SL' o

(cf. II, 7; t a', II, 9) below.

I, 3

dAXA(actually

IXXrA)F as against avrm1Allatius and K.

and R. has been discussed above.
II, 2 avvowuorta (avvwolera F corrected by A B [lower margin] C V) is to be retained, although not elsewhere attested,
partly because it is designated here as an obsolete expression,
and partly because of its proper formation and of the large list
of closely related words.
K. and R. is a needless change from vdouaarral;
II, 2 (WvoJyaTro
and similarly in 4 ta TO7rapaAAh'Aovu
t'UraaOatneed not be changed
to 7rap' aAAAoLs (K. and R.) in an author as late as ours (despite dva Aoyov in III, 1; see below).
II, 9 crui?toodpov (yLLaqopovF) is out of its proper order.

Inasmuch as Asklepiodotus is extremely exact in such matters,
9 That seems more natural than to suppose that this is a survival of
the loose Homeric usage.
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and the word as well as its explanation below in any event are
corrupt,20it seems not improper to restore the correct order.
F: yeL'ecr'poLK. and R. As neither word is
III, 1 yeW1tL'rpLto
attested elsewhere, F's reading may be preserved with some hesitation, though if one emended, yeowerpLKot would involve less

change than yeo,uerpat.
III, 1

cav rero-apa davaoyov (avaXoya Salmasius,

K. and R.)

. F. Here Tar seems necessary, because a particular group of
just four numbers is mentioned. Also ava Xoyovwhich F's reading presupposes should be retained.
III, 6 iv TroLsavavroLapLots OvvESpevetv avayfdagoLev F. K. and R.
suggest orvvepeeEtv from Polybius, XII, 21, 3 which would be
excellent. The well attested use of cnvveSpeietv
in the sense " ac-

company," "be closely connected," may, however, justify the
retention of F's reading here.
IV,

2

i Kara ftdOos re Kal oroZxov (1.

aTrotxeZv) F.

For

e,

which is impossible, K. and R. suggest orep. Somewhat closer
would be Tr Kat in the same sense, used as the common 6 Ka{ in

papyri and inscriptions for alternative designations.
IV,

2

o-rep ovoae?rat

emended to

Salmasius
Kal 7rapao(rar7] v e7rrdUrTv F.
KaC
TaardTrv. In view of the fact,

Kara 7rapaa'rdcrL

however, that the other terms just given are verb forms, perhaps
we should read Kat 7rapacrraTrev
VII,

1

Torov

da/t'vov'

Kae irMTraTev.

7rpoKaoraXAa/cEVKat 70ro 7rpOKaT7EIr)pEJVOVs

avaXafpeiv.K. and R. change the last word to avatrrtAat,taking
the preceding participle as middle. But it must be passive, a
use which is well attested, and to change is clearly wrong.
VII, 2 7rpos TIE ras a7ropta' Kat Tag erotrpoas
Trv
irTrwv F.
For the impossible adroptav K. and R. read dvaarpoOas, a word

which appears in paragraph 3 below. But here it seems to mean
"wheeling round " in general, while rtacrpo4? means " wheeling
to face the enemy," and aroa7rpooj

(which is closer also to F's

reading), meaning " wheeling away from the enemy," is clearly
the word needed here.
VII,

3

rT yap ErLETrovVrTv

,tfJo'Xov /fpax v,yvo'pcvov

F.

For

20This corruption of both term and explanation although separated
by several lines, suggests that both were in the margin of some ancestor MS and so especially subject to injury. If that be the case there
need be no hesitation about shifting the present order slightly.
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which is in a measure sup-

ported by the parallel passage in Arrian, XVIII, 4 ro raTrorovhS
ovt aTroXjyov. But PpaXv is logical and strictly speaking more
exact than oiv, while Aelian, in the parallel passage, who is
clearly following Asklepiodotos very much more closely than
Arrian, reads To S3e droTWrovPpaXv rn yevo'tevov. There is, therefore, no occasion to emend.
VII, 4 in speaking of cavalry formations a depth of rpcZv 7
is mentioned. K. and R. emend to nlrrowv,but
reTrdpwV ITTrTrorTv
needlessly, since Asklepiodotos at the beginning of the paragraph speaks of depth of

OKTr

...

avSpas, and in treating

schematic cavalry formations one can as readily say " men " as
"horses."
X, 1. K. and R. bracket some seven terms in this paragraph,
because there is no definition of them in what follows, suggesting that they may be interpolations from Aelian. This last is
surely a counsel of desperation, for there is not the least suspicion that such an unlikely thing has happened anywhere else.
As for (rrotXcv and vyedv,these terms were defined in II, 6 and,

though they are introduced here no doubt for the sake of completeness, it is superfluous to redefine them. Similarly in the
case of vrapeuloXhaand the four other terms bracketed by K. and
R. at the end of the paragraph, it is much better in view of the
large number of undoubted lacunae in Asklepiodotos, to assume
a lacuna in ? 21, rather than delete these important technical
terms. Besides, the first four of these terms are defined in VI, 1
and the fifth, rt7rats, is perfectly clear from the definition of
frtray?ta in VII, 10, so that it is possible that here also, as in the
case of arotLXrv and lvyelv, Asklepiodotos may have
intentionally

omitted redefinitions.

X, 9, XII, 1 and 6 K. and R needlessly change abroKaLOTrravew
of F (used by Polybius and Diodoros) to &roKaOwrarvat.
X, 11 EL . . . rootcoa Wr-v'trpop v, 7TOTov e4~e, KTX.F.
K. and R. read ~rotovu'eOa,
but the mixed condition is paralleled
. .o .&. Eact, which K. and R. allow
by X, 12, l . . KEXV'o7o
to stand, and further supported by XII, 4 e ... .
ovXol,Oa
. .. rapayycAov,tev, where K. and R.
needlessly change to
/%ovXO6/,0a.
X, 13 ro e ErrTv F. ro& is clearly required, since only a

single manoeuvre is described, not raSeas K. and R. print.
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X, 16. For iuXvpa rotLLTr of F, Salmasius (followed by K.
and R.) conjectures iXVporoEitra^,a needless change.
XI, 2 . . . ov povov T7i TorAiZ(daAayyo;s ie(x?oeacL 3E (Xp'

K. and R. after Salmasius, needlessly) aXxa yap Kacl rt Tuv
pxCpzvF. K. and R. delete yap. To be sure I find no other
example of kXXa
yap KaQ, but the combination in the natural
sense of "but indeed also" is appropriate here, while aXxa yap
8? is not uncommon, and Plato once uses aXxa yap o/wos(Rep.,
432 C).
6

XII,

ovo f'7rLopoa\s

c7r

ToaVTO

(1. rT

avro)

o'pv 7rotLr)aL

7rapayyeAov/Aev F.
TOVTErTTV

K. and R. in order to keep 8opv supply
(an expression not found in Asklepiodotos) Ci. But

the phrase is not in Aelian's excerpt (Tactica, XXXII, 6 Svo
TO aVTO f7rorTpocfsr),
TroLaot,uv TOv crvvTaydLaros CT7r

and is utterly

otiose, so that odpvis much more likely to be an intruded gloss
upon To aro'.
XII,

10

7rpoarOumratwas changed by K. and R. to irpoeti-

But Cod. S of Demosthenes gives forms of the perfect in
j0- (XXVI, 18; XXVII, 64; LXI, 14), and it is attested likewise by an inscription from Syros of 166-9 A. D. rais 0ao,euvat
];EpaLs (I. G. XII, 5, 662, 14), so that it seems best to retain
the form, although unusual, here.
Since technical military terminology, especially for the Hellenistic period, has been somewhat inadequately treated in the
lexicons, and since Asklepiodotos is the earliest authority to use
many of these terms, for Suidas merely plundered the compiler
of the Military Lexicon 21 who drew largely from Aelian 22 and
O6t0ra.

l Best edited in K. and R., vol. In, 2, pp. 217 ff.; also in Bernhardy's
ed. of Suidas, nI, 2, pp. 1735 ff. This work was clearly put under considerable contribution by Stephanus in the first edition of the Thesaurus, but he gave no page or paragraph references, and by using several
different appellations for it, De re militari; De vocab. mil.; De vocab.
castrensibus, he seems to have confused the later editors, who generally leave such references untouched. When they have occasion to use
the same work, they generally call it Lex. ap. Montef. Bibl. Coislin.,
after Montfaucon's reproduction of the Coislin. MS. It would appear
that they did not notice that this was identical with the work referred
to by Stephanus, and neither they nor Stephanus made very systematic
use of it.
" References to Aelian's and Arrian's Tactics
(given generally "Aelian-Arrian ") are taken from the ed. of K. and R., II, 1, 1855.
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Arrian (but also in part from Asklepiodotos), while these latter were dependent in part upon Asklepiodotos, it may not be
amiss to record here the principal additions to the standard lexicons which Asklepiodotos affords. In the following list I shall
give not merely what appear to be new words (marked with
an *) but also special meanings of words and a few phrases
which are either not recorded, or for which the evidence quoted
comes from a much later period. In a few instances inexact
definitions are corrected. References to the other Tacticians
and to ancient lexicons are given only where false definitions are
corrected. The lexicons used are the revised Thesaurus Linguae
Graecae (1831-65), Liddell and Scott (8th edition), Van Herwerden, Lexicon Suppletorium et Dialecticum, 2nd ed., 1910.23
When a term in the lexicons is adequately defined from Aelian,
I have not thought it necessary to cite it here. When, however,
only late authorities are adduced, it has seemed proper to point
out the much earlier source.
the wing of a line of battle (==
I, 3.
-Kepa),
*avrT7ropta, ', a counter-attack, or frontal attack, X, 2.
avTrLrrToMo,
marching in two parallel col-ov; ropdea avrToroloS,

aKpOV, TO,

umns, the lines of the front-rank-men on the inside, XI,
3. L. and S., following the Thesaurus, regard this word
which they know only from Arrian XXXVII, 7, as probably a false reading for aituoLTojaroS. But the two are

totally different, as a comparison with Aelian, XXXIII,
3 (a passage which had fallen out in Arrian!) and Asklepiodotos, 1. c., shows.
O, return to original position, after wheeling or
other evolutions, X, 1; 9; 11. Cf. fCrtKaTacoraaLg.
a7dTTOTro,,17, aroropu KEPpaTro, a half-wing, or corps, 4096 men in

(7rocarTararTao,

*apapos,

the typical phalanx, II, 10; III, 1 and 2.
TO, (neu. perf. ptcp. of apacirKw used as subst.), joiningpoint, point of division between the two wings of an army
(cf.

S&XOTOtla and

o/utaAo), II, 6.

The word occurs also

23
W. Cronert's admirable revision of Passow in so far as it has
reached our library extends only 'to the word adv. It seems not to
contain, however, aKpovas a technical term for "wing," Kepas, although
use is made in it for the first time systematically of our author, e. g.
s. v. aKpo3oXtaTr's,daci/iaro,uos,etc.
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in Arrian-Aelian, VII, 3 (corrupted into opapos in the
Mil. Lex., ? 23, and apayosin Suidas, s. v. 8tXoro/ca).
*yot/UrTplo, o, a geometrician,

III,

1 (if the reading of F be

followed; v. supra, p. 138).
*tt7TTrrcvs, 7, a break-through with cavalry, VII, 3.
SiaXAayyia, a, a double-corps, one-half of a phalanx, or 8192 men

in the typical phalanx, II, 10. The term " double-phalanx" used by L. and S. is certainly misleading. To
draw up an army in

ti0aXayyia formation

is to divide

the phalanx in two, placing one half behind the other,
as is clear from Polybius, II, 66, 9; XII, 20, 7. See
also Aelian-Arrian, IX, 9 and the Mil. Lex., ?? 18 and 19.
S&XoTo,Uta, 7, joining-point, point of division between the two
wings of an army (cf. apaposand 6/aXosa'), II, 6. The
same meaning is given also by Aelian, VII, 3 and the
Mil. Lex. ? 23, along with the ordinary sense of &Sxo-oula,
as a division into two equal parts, but Arrian, VII, 3
expresses it Iva 8s ,rov j S&Xorola yiverac... 4. .

oAs

ooyoa'CrTat KTX.
KTraKTOS,-ov;

Ot fK,aKTTOL, supernumeraries,attached originally

to the radfs, but later either to the ovvrayyua, II, 9, or
the &KarovrapXtaof light-armed troops, VI, 3, or else the

phalanx of light-armed troops, VI, 3. The Thesaurus
in an incomplete statement quotes only Aelian and the
Mil. Lex.
incorporate, used of light-armed troops in?L/T7rA'K(,Eq7rTXeKO6L?EVOI,
corporated with the hoplites, man beside man, VI, 1.
evavTios, -a, -ov; air' evavrtas, on the contrary or other hand, I, 2.
Van Herwerden gives several examples from Procopios.
Evw(CioLta,
77,a quarter of a file (Ao'xo), II, 2. For this same use
of the word in Hellenistic tactics, see Aelian-Arrian, V,
2, and the Mil. Lex. ? 4, and compare K. and R., II, 2,
pp. 243 f.
a~dpt6,Oo,-ov, outside the normal number, in addition to it,
supernumerary, II, 9. The Thesaurus quotes only the
Mil. Lex.
countermarch, X, 1; XII,
eXtacrawo,

11.

The lexicons give only

the meaning deploy, although L. and S. give countermarching as one of the meanings of eceAXy/ds. The sense
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countermarch is amply attested by Aelian-Arrian,
XXVII, 1-5, and the Mil. Lex., ? 39.
,a unit of four war-elephants, IX, 1.
e7rmOLpapXt'a,
to
E7rKaOWtr'TqL/,

advance

to

original

position,

X,

11.

Cf.

e7rtKarTaotrarts.

*7rtKaTaTrraoat, q7,advance to original position,
X, 1 and 9. Cf. a7roKaTraoTraT,L.

after wheeling,

ertKotrvovew,to be attached to, or stationed upon, I, 3.
o, commander of an Ertnevayta, i. e. 2048 tAXo4,VI,
e7rtlvayos,

3.

The Thesaurus refers only to the Mil. Lex.
ro, supporting force, especially the phalanx of tfIol,
er7ayya,
8192 men, VI, 3; VII, 10.
t, supporting position, X, 1 (cf. VII, 10).
i7rtraeL,
emrtadveta,", facing, to the right or to the left, X, 4.
used of the march of an army
*ereporoows, adv. of ereporrotzos,

in column when the front-rank-men are on different sides
of the two wings, XI, 4.
tvyapX'a, , a military unit of two war-chariots, VIII, 1. L.
and S. quote Asklepiodotos, indeed, but suggest the
wrong definition, as of the command of a captain of
cavalry. The Thesaurus fails to give the passage in
Aelian. It is XXII, 2.
gXapXos,o, the commander of one war-elephant, IX, 1. L. and
S. take the word in Aelian, XXIII, 1 incorrectly as an
adjective.

*r7/uLtato,

to halve,

rTOf/3Oos

tlal'a,

XII,

11.

OrpapXta,, a unit of two war-elephants, IX, 1.
O)papXog,o, a commander of two war-elephants, IX, 1.
iAapxd, o, a commander of eight war-elephants, IX, 1. The
Thesaurus gives the correct meaning, but quotes no authority. Add Aelian, XXIII, 1 (elAapx7),).
t7r7rapXia, 7, two TapavrLvapxtat
of cavalry, VII, 11. The The-

saurus gives the correct meaning but quotes no
authority.
Add Aelian, XX, 2, and the Mil. Lex., ? 32.

be equally strong, iaocraevev, III, 4;
ioowOeve%,

iCooa0cvaouVt,

III,

2. The Thesaurus and L. and S. quote
only Galen and
Cyril of Alexandria.

KepapXrr, o, the commander of a Kepas,or wing, composed of 8192

men, II, 10; or, especially, the commander of 32 war-
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elephants, IX, 1. The Thesaurus quotes only the Mil.
Lex.
a squadron of 32 war-chariots, VIII, 1.
KOLAtIloXos,
6, hollow wedge, XI, 5. L. and S. and the Thesaurus give only KoLXEA/,oAovfrom Suidas.
XAodo,-4, -dv; Ao, oarXayT,a phalanx in march with extended
Kcpals, Td,

front, one wing in advance of the other, X, 1; XI, 1.
XoXayos, 6, the front man and leader of a file (AdXos), II, 2.
/ecraywtoy,7
wheeling, manoeuvering, VII, 5.
LtKOSo, To, the first line of a phalanx, II, 5.
tevay'a, 7, two battalions of /XtAol,a regiment of 512 men, VI, 3

[supplied from Aelian, XVI, 3].
*oKTaAoXla, 7, a unit of eight Xo'xo, II, 9.
*oKrTo7rdaLarTo, -ov, of eight palms, approximately

24 inches,

V, 1.
*6oLoaordjous,

adverb of

6/LodorTO/toS,

used of marching

in parallel

columns, or also in sequence, the line of front-rank-men
on the same side of each division, XI, 3; XI, 4.
s, -7,,-o
pOop%

6pOSva,roSovvat,to face the front originally held,

lines front, X, 1.
ovpa,

; &' ovpdv, about-face to the rear from the enemy; ar'
oupas, about-face from the rear toward the enemy, X, 3.

The Thesaurus quotes only the Mil. Lex.
ovpayo', 6, the last man in file (Aoxos), II, 2; III, 6, etc., the
man at the rear angle of a squadron, VII, 2; a supernumerary to the TartI, II, 9; or to the eKaTovTapx[a, VI, 3.
-7, -dv, pertaining
oX/7TarLKOd,

to the mounted force of an army,

whether cavalry, chariots, or elephants, I, 1 and 3. L.
and S. (following the Thesaurus) quote only a gloss in
the sense "of or for a vehicle."
7rapaywoyl,7, march-in line, where the phalanx on the march

keeps its original battle-line, whether marching with extended front or in column, X, 1; XI, 1 ff. L. and S.
give only " a wheeling from column into line," but the
usage of Asklepiodotos is attested by Aelian-Arrian,
XXVI, 3 and the Mil. Lex., ? 48.

rraparatv,, 1, tha first line of a phalanx, II, 5.
7evwrlKovrapxla, , two squads of tIaXol,a platoon, consisting

of

64 men. VI, 3. The Thesaurus quotes only the Mil.
Lex. Add Aelian-Arrian, XVI, 1.
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7rAadyos, -a, -ov; rAayta<aAXaye,an army in march with the front

extended, X, 1; XI, 1.
projection of spears in front of a phalanx, V, 1.
*rpoaevra$e L,
flank position, used of light infantry stationed on

),
7rpO7rr(ox,

the wings of the phalanx, VI, 1.
~, van position of ifXot, VI, 1. The Thesaurus quotes
only Suidas and the Mil. Lex. Compare 7rporTaoaa,vot,
Aelian, XV, 1.

,TporaL%,

cJ?moclO;po5,

6, signalman, II, 9; VI, 3.

L. and S. (following

the Thesaurus) give only the meaning " standardbearer."
The Mil. Lex. ? 14 (here clearly following Asklepiodotos) gives both term and definition, while Aelian, IX, 4
contains merely the term without definition.

YKv0rS, 6, archer-cavalry, I, 3.
UarToO,s,O, two divisions of iLXot, a corps, of 4096 men, VI, 3.
orpaTr7yos, 6, a general, formerly of a corps of 4096 men, but
vC(EVes,

properly of a full phalanx, II, 10.
y7; KaTr i'gvMetLV,used of an army marching in parallel
columns, XI, 2.

6, drawing up by files, an arrangement of the phauavAAoXtcrLao,

lanx with files parallel, II, 5. The Thesaurus quotes
only the Mil. Lex. (= ? 7). Add Aelian VI, 1.
rvvvSpev'w,close up, draw together, of troops taking up the compact formation, III, 6 (cf. above, p. 138).

wMvveMrcKe7r,aUVVwrtaKE7reOau,protect

at the same time, of a shield

for man and horse, I, 3.
oivrayta, a double raTLs,or a battalion, composed of 16 files, II,
8; III, 6; -- cvvraItapXia, II, 10.
", a battalion, II, 9; takes the place of orvvaypt,
*uvvratapXla,
II, 10; III, 3 and 4.
*ovv(ot)orla, Y, a band of sworn soldiers, early designation of a
file, II, 2 (cf. above, p. 137).
avrraots,

5,

four files of tlA,ot,a squad, consisting

of 32 men,

VI, 3.
'
raLtapXLa, , a command of eight files of infantry, = raJe, II, 10;
III, 4.
ratlapXos, 6, commander of a raJivor TratapXta, II, 8.
eTads,7 a company, the same as raetapXla, eight files of infantry,

II, 8 and 9.
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cavalry who fight only with javelins at a distance,
I, 3. Listed and correctly defined only in Pape-Benseler:
Worterb. d. griech. Eigennamen.

TapavrTvot, o0,

rXAos, ro, a division of infantry,

the same as uLpapXya,of 2048

men, II, 10; in cavalry, a half phalanx, VII, 11.
ro, a missile of any kind, I, 2 (cf. above, p. 137).
Tro$ton, o, archer-cavalry, a special branch, the same as SKV'0r,

ro'Evpa,

I, 3.
v7rp/3app )o;

To

Kepag vTrepf3ax\96at, to outflank on one wing only,
TreppaAayye<o, outflank on both wings, X, 2

opposed to

and 18.
nrofatvw, follow, as one rank at a certain interval behind an-

other, V, 1.
v?roTroX/,
-OTat74,

t rooTroXAi,holding back, X, 21.
; L'
7, a rear-position, used of light infantry stationed be-

hind the phalanx, VI, 1.
afXayyapXrys, 5, commander of a 4aXayyapXla,

or corps, 4096

men, II, 10; commander of the phalanx of war-elephants,
64 in number, IX, 1.
fkakayyapx[ia, , a corps, 4096 men, II, 10.

L. and S. suggest

that the word is equivalent to phalanx, and quote only
Suidas and the Byzantines. But the meaning as given
above appears also in Aelian-Arrian, IX, 8, and in the
Mil. Lex., ? 17.
ckaXayT, 7, any branch of the army, chapter heading I; I, 4; the

force of hoplites, 16,384 men, II, 10, etc.; the full force
of 64 war-chariots, VIII, 1.
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